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The Bad River Band of 
Lake Superior 
Chippewa 

•Anishinaabeg Nation

•Located on the South Shore of Lake 
Superior in Northern WI

•Approximately 150,00 acres

•Enrollment of 7,000 members, 1,500 
of whom live on Reservation



The July 2016 
Storm Event

On July 11th and 12th, 2016, 7.65 inches of rain 
was documented over a 24 hour period, 
causing significant flooding and over $25 
million dollars in damages to the Bad River 
Reservation and surrounding communities. 

At its highest point, the flow of the Bad River 
rose to 40,000 cubic feet per second- almost X
times higher than its usual baseline at that 
season.

Besides threats to human health and safety as 
a result of the flooding, numerous homes were 
total losses, irreplaceable items were lost, and 
natural systems were threatened by 
sedimentation and accumulated debris.



Response and 
Resilience
• Emphasis on partnerships

• FEMA pre-hazard disaster 
mitigation plan

• Incident management and 
preparedness trainings

• Stream crossing replacement with 
appropriately sized structures

• Historical extreme weather project



The Issue at Hand

"We put back the ones that were 
already there ... because you can’t 
design for a 500-year or 100-year 
storm. You can’t do it. The road is 

going to go out. I don’t know if there’s 
a pipe big enough. You’d have to put a 

bridge over every crossing.“

- Emmer Shields, Ashland County 
highway commissioner 



The Duluth June 2012 Flood Event



The northern WI July 2016 Flood Event



The Lake Road 
Stream Crossing

Using the USFS Stream Simulation design 
principles, the crossing at Lake Road was 
replaced to allow for infrastructural 
resilience and aquatic organism passage.

Though initial costs for replacement may 
seem high, they are minimal to the price 
of losing roads entirely and the risks of 
geographic isolation for elders and 
community members. 



The Lake Rd. culvert was significantly undersized (24’’) and visibly 
misaligned. It  washed out the only access in and out of an elder’s 

house. This was the one of two washouts on Lake Rd.

Washout at Lake Road Downstream Outlet Upstream Inlet



The stream crossing was built in line with stream simulation/ AOP standards to 
a final diameter of 10’. As well, a flood relief culvert was replaced further down 

to road to decrease impacts any large storm events may cause. 

Inside of Pipe Downstream Outlet Upstream Inlet



Historical 
Flooding

Due to the significant 
watercourse and wetland 
abundances, as well as the clay 
plain substrate of the 
reservation, flooding has been a 
constant presence for tribal 
members.

Around the 1940s, the ‘Old 
Odanah’ community was 
relocated to what today is 
referred to as ‘New Odanah’ 
due to persistent flooding. 

(Photo - 1909 photo of flood impacts 
in Old Odanah)



Historical Extreme 
Weather Project

The Bad River Natural Resources 

has operated a tribal weather 

station since 2003, and is 

currently working with GLISA to 

assemble precise climate 

predictions on reservation. 

In order to better plan for future 

natural disasters, we’re examining 

past significant weather events to 

better gauge trends over time. 



A Heavy Gale 
Ashland Daily Press , 22 Sep. 1895

“Sunday, September 22, will be remembered as the rainiest day of the season. 
Beginning about 8 o’clock Saturday night, the flood gates of the heavens 
opened, and they were not closed till shortly before daylight, Monday 
morning…There never was an equinoctial storm nearer on time than that 
yesterday. 

Washouts were numerous. No train went out on the Omaha for the Twin Cities 
last night, none came in this morning, and the morning train to Bayfield had to 
be abandoned. Washouts are reported near Shores Crossing, and both south 
and north of Mason. 

The damage to the paving on Third street and the avenues were considerable. 
No provision has even been made for carrying off the water that accumulates 
about Sixth street. The board of public works called attentions to the need of 
proper drains and storm sewers last spring, but the recommendation was not 
heeded…

No washouts are reported on the Northwestern. The morning train was a 
couple of hours late on account of the wires being down, delaying the 
dispatching of trains. 

The ore boats John Mitchell and Barge 130 were caught in the storm between 
the “Soo” and Two Harbors. The lake was so rough that they were finally 
obliged to turn about and seek the quiet waters of the Chequamegon bay. They 
anchored near the breakwater and may load in Ashland.”



Future Work

•  Forestry adaptation sites

•  Coldwater habitat modeling

•  Phenology camera project  

•  Outreach and education

•  Revised monitoring protocol - Manomin

•  Acer sp. harvest and habitat survey

• GLISA projections

• Solar pilot project

• Pre-Disaster Hazard Mitigation Plan (FEMA)



Miigwetch!

Nathan Kilger, Air 
Quality Specialist

Bad River Natural 
Resources Department

(715) 682 – 7111 x 1555


